political education in universities. Consensus has been built as follows: Firstly, the significance of ideological and political education through network should be recognized, but it doesn't mean network can replace other channels of ideological and political education; secondly, internet is only the means and carrier of ideological and political education instead of the content itself; thirdly, ideological and political education through internet differs from the traditional education methods but the content of education is the same; fourthly, although the opportunities provided by network are unprecedented, it also brings great challenges. On the basis of the above consensus, to ensure the standardization of ideological and political education on network, the most important issue is how to resolve the following problems: whether the network educational platform can be utilized, how it is utilized in standardized way and how to utilize it efficiently.
I. UPHOLDING THE THEME OF THE TIMES
It is pointed out in the report of the 19th CPC National
Congress that the content construction of internet must be strengthened and governing systems of network must be 
C. Making relevant laws on information transmission and making advantage of the binding force of law
The technologies of network and information transmission are in constant development and change, which has caused new difficulties for the development of legislation on information. Since the legislation on information is still not perfect, amendment and supplement must be made on the existing laws and regulations according to the realistic requirements in order to further perfect them. As to the issues on setting up information institutions, information production and spread, operating services and responsibilities, concrete laws and regulations on information must be made so as to ensure that there are laws and regulations to abide by for the information services. Barriers at different levels are set in order to prevent varied unhealthy information from penetrating into colleges and universities and create sound information environment for ideological education. Legal education must be strengthened so as to enable students to realize that cyberspace is only the fiction of realistic society and every citizen must observe relevant codes of conduct and obey laws.
All the laws and regulations that citizens must abide by in realistic social life are applicable to cyberspace. Any behavior which violates laws and regulations must not be tolerated.
Educators should integrate instruction with laws binding and make students have the awareness of "healthy information".
Students should not only clearly understand their obligations and responsibilities but also form the habit of knowing the laws and abiding by them. They must reflect their morality and conscience in the virtual world of internet and never do any things which are harmful to modern civilization with modern technology.
III. OPTIMIZING MAIN CHANNELS TO ENSURE THE EFFECTIVE AND EFFICIENT UTILIZATION OF NETWORK

RESOURCES
Intranet of colleges and universities is main channel for conducting network ideological and political education.
Currently there are still some problems on the construction and use of intranet such as the low quality of ideological and political educators, low usage of information resources, inability to combine with students' practice and so on. It is far from satisfactory "network ideological and political education" in real sense and must be constantly standardized and perfected to make sure of the effective and efficient utilization.
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A. Improving educators' information quality and capacity of using network
Whether the internet ideological and political education can suit new times and develop soundly largely depends on the ability of political cadres to conduct work by using the network. This ability lies in necessary information quality of them. As a political educator, we should keep up with the pace of the times, actively enhance our requirements for network and demands to get information through network, and make efforts to study information knowledge and information technology. Educators must improve their abilities to use computer and network so as to be able to use varied tool software proficiently, to search resources and download data, to make multimedia courseware and web pages, to organize study and training by using online teaching system, to supervise network effectively and efficiently and to clear faults solve the problem in the process of information transmission, fully understanding informationization. Moreover, educators' capacity of interactive communication must be improved.
They should be good at communicating with students with e-mails or through online chat so as to grasp accurately students' ideological problems reflected by their remarks and behaviors on the internet. They should also be good at optimizing their own image and try to be "consensus leaders online" so that students are willing to communicate with them and are ready to accept their opinions and advice. Last but not the least, educators should have quick and smart mind and be able to correctly and promptly answer students' various questions on line. Even when asked some tough questions, they can deal with them flexibly.
B. Making use of resources flexibly according to realistic requirements
To conduct ideological and political education through network must take into consideration of practical conditions of each college or university instead of copying other's experience and practices. We should try our best to bring our subjective initiative into play. Only in this way, can network We must be aware that like any other education methods, multimedia is only a method. Best form cannot be separated from enriched and vivid content, which requires educators to attach great importance to enriching content and solving problems in the process of utilizing multimedia. Otherwise, the incidental will be put before the fundamental and the education effect will be weakened.
C. Taking advantage of complementary strength of online and offline methods
Educators must deal with the relationship between network ideological and political education and traditional ideological and political education. Online resources and offline resources must be combined with each other to realize the advantage sharing of two methods of education. In practice, we should attach great importance to and make use of equipment of modern technology. Meanwhile, we must by no means ignore our excellent tradition of touching people with emotion. These two methods must be combined with each other and used flexibly. If we find out some hot spot issues on line, we should immediately carry out relevant education in reality such as discussion so that we can grasp the development orientation of matters. In the same way, if we find out that students are interested in some topics, we must guide them on internet and help them to shape correct thinking and values. Only in this Advances in Economics, Business and Management Research, volume 63 202 way, ideological and political education through network can achieve ideal results.
